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The supplementary material includes the following:

1. Code for existing benchmarks experiments. Due to
the size limitation of the supplementary material, the
42Street dataset and database are not included. How-
ever, those will be published alongside the paper.

2. Example videos - performance evaluation of different
models on the 42Street dataset.

3. The supplementary material document:

(a) Using Raw-Data For Gallery Enrichment(Sec. 1)

(b) Construction of the 42Street Database (Sec. 2)

(c) Thresholds (Sec. 3)

(d) Implementation Details (Sec. 4)

(e) Open-set Settings in the 42Street Dataset (Sec. 5)

(f) Calculating mAP (Sec. 6)

1. Using Raw-Data For Gallery Enrichment
As explained in the 42Street dataset creation, the test

data of this dataset consists of two parts from the play, each
around 20 minutes long. Out of these parts, we extract
short videos, 17-seconds each, for evaluation. In this sec-
tion, in addition to enriching the gallery with the query data
(from the evaluation videos), we analyze the impact of us-
ing more raw-data (from the test part) for the gallery enrich-
ment process. We start by using only the evaluation videos
for gallery enrichment, and gradually add more randomly
sampled raw data from the test parts. Fig. 1 shows the ac-
curacy of the compared models as a function of the amount
of raw-data used for the gallery enrichment process. No-
tice that the initial gallery enrichment with query data only,
already introduces a significant improvement compared to
not using enrichment at all, and that the accuracy increases
as we add more raw-data. This is true for the Image-based
ReID model, Track-based ReID model and our method, on
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both the closed and open set settings, with the best results
achieved by our method. Even though raw-data is not avail-
able in the standard ReID task, we argue that such data is
common in real-world scenarios like the application we pre-
sented, and show how it can be used to boost the perfor-
mance of our method.

2. Construction of the 42Street Dataset
2.1. Database Structure

We save each labeled crop from the 42Street dataset in
a designated database, which includes spatial and tempo-
ral information for each crop. Every entry in the database
includes the following information:

• label.
• im name: unique entry.
• frame num: frame number of crop in video.
• x1,y1,x2,y2: top-left and bottom-right coordinates of

the crop’s bounding box.
• conf : person detector’s confidence that a person exists

in the crop.
• vid name: the name of the video.
• track id: the track number given by the tracker.
• crop id: crop number within the track.
• invalid: boolean value set to true for crops that do not

represent a clear person.

2.2. Annotating Evaluation Videos

To annotate an evaluation video with ground truth labels,
a tracker, ByteTrack [16], is applied to automatically extract
tracks of detected people, followed by a manual annotation
of every track. These ground-truth labels, as well as person
bounding boxes, track ids, video names, and more are saved
in a designated database published alongside the dataset. In
the supplementary material, we provide more details about
the database and how it can be used for further research and
to reproduce our results.
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Figure 1. Accuracy vs. Additional Raw Data for Gallery Enrichment in 42Street show the relationship between accuracy and the
percentage of additional raw data utilized for gallery enrichment in the 42Street dataset. The impact of ReID module on closed-set (left)
and open-set (right) settings is demonstrated by enriching the gallery with extra raw data. The X-axis indicates the percentage of raw-data
used for gallery enrichment. The red point represents image-based ReID module results without any enrichment. The Query Only denotes
using data solely from evaluation videos for gallery enrichment. Each step shows the percentage of extra data from the raw-video. The
findings suggest that enriching the gallery with the Query Only data significantly enhances the ReID module compared to no enrichment.
Additionally, using more raw-data improves the overall accuracy of all compared modules.

3. Threshold Details
In Tab. 2 we detail the detection and similarity thresholds

used by our method for the existing benchmarks. Recall
from Sec. 3 that the values of the thresholds were defined
based on the training data of each benchmark. Moreover,
for the 42Street dataset, we used the evaluation data to ex-
tract the following thresholds:

• Detection Threshold: For the gallery enrichment pro-
cess we used a threshold of 0.8 and during inference,
we used 0.7. The reason we use a higher threshold
for the gallery enrichment process is that we are in-
terested in creating a highly accurate gallery. On the
other hand, during inference, we want to use more im-
ages with faces, and we are more tolerant of mistakes.

• Similarity Threshold: During the gallery enrichment
process we use a threshold of 0.4 for the cosine sim-
ilarity between an unlabeled sample and the labeled
gallery. That is, if the maximal cosine similarity be-
tween the feature vector of the unlabeled sample and
the labeled gallery is below this threshold, this sample
will not be added to the enriched gallery.

• Rank Difference: In addition to detecting only clearly
visible faces with high similarity to the labeled gallery,
we want to use only samples for which the face model
was confident about their identity. We measure this
confidence as the difference between the similarity
score of the top-1 and top-2 predictions of the model.
In the 42Street dataset, if the difference is below 0.1,
we do not add the sample to the enriched gallery.

Under the open-set setting, to label people who are not in
the people-of-interest set as “Unknown”, we set another
threshold. This threshold asserts that a person will be
labeled as “Unknown” if the similarity to all people-of-
interest is below 0.3. This means that whilst having high
detection confidence, the model is not confident of the iden-
tity.

4. Implementation Details
4.1. Setting Hyper-Parameters

A typical face-detection model produces a confidence
score that a face exists in a given image. Additionally, co-
sine distances between the face feature vector of the input
image and a face gallery are calculated. These distances
can be used as the confidence that the given input image be-
longs to a certain identity. To achieve the best results, we
set thresholds for both confidence scores. Given a dataset,
we apply our gallery enrichment method to the training set
to find the best combination of these two thresholds. Ide-
ally, we would like to find the optimal combination that
achieves the highest prediction accuracy based on face fea-
tures, whilst maintaining a high detection accuracy per per-
son. Meaning, that we would like the model to predict at
least one image of each identity in order to create an en-
riched gallery with examples of all identities. However,
there exists a trade-off between the per-identity detection
accuracy and the prediction accuracy: for a higher detec-
tion threshold, the number of unique predicted identities
decreases. At the same time, since the detected faces are of
better quality, the prediction accuracy increases. Vice versa,



α

PRCC LTCC
Same-Clothes Clothes-Changing General Clothes-Changing

top-1 mAP top-1 mAP top-1 mAP top-1 mAP

0 93.7 64.5 71.3 47.7 15.6 6.5 13.3 6.3
0.25 99.6 82.8 84.3 62.5 76.3 37.0 46.4 18.8
0.5 99.8 95.7 83.4 65.2 76.3 40.6 45.9 19.8

0.75 99.8 99.1 82.5 64.7 76.3 42.3 45.7 20.3
1 99.7 99.4 82.2 60.4 76.3 41.7 45.2 19.3

Table 1. Ablation study on the impact of different α values. Alpha values of 0 and 1 are equivalent to using only the face and ReID
modules, respectively. We conclude that an α of 0.75 presents a good balance between the weight given to the ReID and Face modules.

Threshold Detection Similarity
CCVID 0.5 0.75
LTCC 0.85 0.5
PRCC 0.7 0.65
LaST 0.7 0.45

Table 2. Threshold values for existing benchmarks. The differ-
ent detection and similarity thresholds used for the gallery enrich-
ment process in each of the existing benchmarks.
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Figure 2. Prediction Accuracy vs. Number of Unique Peo-
ple. Example of the thresholds trade-off on the PRCC benchmark.
Each data tuple represents the values of the detection threshold
(left) and similarity threshold (right). We look for the combination
that achieves the highest prediction accuracy while predicting the
highest number of unique people (bold).

a lower detection threshold, leads to a larger number of pre-
dicted identities while achieving lower prediction accuracy.
Fig. 2 demonstrates this trade-off for the PRCC benchmark.

4.2. Used Face and ReID Modules

For our face module, we use InsightFace [3–6] for
face detection, alignment, and feature extraction. For the
ReID module, we examine both CTL [13], pre-trained on

DukeMTMC [11], CAL [7] and AIM [15]. The hyper-
parameter α used for combining the face score vector and
the ReID score vector is set to 0.75, giving more weight to
the ReID module. An ablation model of the impact of α is
presented in Tab. 1
The detection and similarity thresholds used by our face
module (Sec. 4.1) are determined according to the training
set for the existing benchmarks, and the validation set for
the 42Street dataset. In Sec. 3, we detail all the thresholds
used for the different datasets.
For 42Street, the entire raw videos of test-set parts are used
as query input for the gallery enrichment process. To ap-
ply our method on the real-world application described in
the paper, we use ByteTrack [16] as our tracking module as
well as the MMCV [1] and MMTRACK [2] frameworks.
To deal with some of the tracking limitations, as the orig-
inal play includes many scene cuts, i.e. abrupt changes of
the camera angle or zoom, we apply a scene cut detection
algorithm, and split tracks accordingly if necessary.

4.3. Hardware

First, we note, that our method does not require any
training and uses only pre-trained ReID and face modules.
However, since the evaluated ReID models do not release
their trained checkpoints, we reproduced the results using
the original code published by the authors. In this work, we
used two GPUs: NVIDIA TITAN V with 12GB memory
and Quadro RTX 5000 with 16GB.

5. Open-set Settings

Open-Set and Closed-Set A closed-set setting assumes
that every identity in the query set has at least one corre-
sponding sample in the gallery set [8]. In contrast, in an
open-set setting, some identities in the query may not be
present in the gallery. While closed-set ReID can be seen
as an instance retrieval problem, open-set ReID is usually
formulated as a person verification problem. In this formu-
lation, the model is required to discriminate whether two
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Figure 3. Computing Similarities from an Enriched Gallery. Given an enriched gallery and a query sample, we first compute similarity
vectors between the original gallery samples (green frames) and the query (top similarity vector), and the enriched samples (blue frames)
and the query (bottom similarity vector). Then, we combine the two similarity vectors into a final similarity vector in the size of the original
gallery, by taking the maximum between each original sample similarity and the enriched samples that used it as a reference. For example,
note that the similarity of gallery sample G2 was replaced with the similarity of the enriched sample RG2 that used it as a reference in the
gallery enrichment process.

person images belong to the same identity [12, 17]. Mod-
els that address the open-set scenario [9, 10, 14] typically
learn to discriminate between a given query and gallery im-
ages according to their similarity [8]. In this work, we use
the gallery enrichment process to classify previously un-
seen people as “Unknown”. This allows us to recognize
such query samples during inference and effectively enables
models that originally addressed only the closed-set setting,
to address the open-set setting.

Addressing the Open-Set Challenge In the open-set set-
ting, we approach the task of labeling an out-of-gallery
query sample by utilizing the gallery enrichment process.
During this process, we label a given query sample as “Un-
known” and add it to the enriched gallery if it fulfills the
following criteria:

1. A face was detected.

2. The cosine similarity between the feature vector of the
detected face and each of the labeled face gallery feature
vectors is below a certain threshold.

3. The difference between the closest and second-closest
predictions in the face score vector is below a certain
threshold.

We evaluate this capability on the 42Street data set in
Tab. 3. We limit this evaluation to the CTL model and
our proposed dataset since, to the best of our knowledge,
currently available CC-ReID benchmarks and ReID models
operate under the closed-set setting.

Method Closed-Set Open-Set

Per Image Per Track Per Image Per Track

CTL 31.3 26.7 20.5 15.5

CTL + GEFF 91.9 81.8 80.5 65.2

Table 3. Results on the 42Street dataset under the closed/open
set settings. Applying our method to the pre-trained CTL model,
significantly improves the results of the model under both settings.

6. Calculating mAP

In instance retrieval tasks, given a query sample, the goal
of the model is to rank all gallery samples from the most
similar to the least similar. The mAP metric measures the
rank of all “positive” gallery samples for each query, i.e. the
positions of all gallery samples with the same label as the
query, compared to the positions of all other gallery sam-
ples. A model with a 100% mAP score would rank the
“positive” samples before all other gallery samples. Dur-
ing the gallery enrichment process, we add samples to the
gallery, hence resulting in a larger gallery than the origi-
nal one. Therefore, in order to provide a fair comparison
with previous works, during evaluation, we have to reduce
the size of the gallery to its original size. For each query
sample, a similarity vector is computed, holding the simi-
larities between the query and all original gallery samples.
Similarly, a similarity vector is computed between the query



and all enriched samples. Finally, the similarity vectors are
combined, resulting in a similarity vector of the same size
as the original gallery. The combination is done by iterating
over every original gallery sample and examining the group
of all enriched samples that used it as a reference (i.e. this
sample was the most similar gallery sample based on face
features similarity) during the enrichment. Then, we set the
similarity of the gallery sample in the similarity vector, as
the maximum similarity between the query and the samples
in this group including the original gallery sample. This
process is illustrated in Fig. 3. We note that for the evalu-
ated video benchmarks (CCVID, 42Street) our method uti-
lizes score vectors to predict the identity of an entire track.
The score vector holds a score per identity, and not ranking
on the entire gallery. Therefore, mAP is not computed on
these benchmarks.
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